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The content of-dialectics, or oppositionality has not. been extei ively

treateein the literature.of human learning and cogntive psychology.

'-lostoresearch has focused on'antonymy and its relation' to synonymy
_ _

and'to learning .performance. Explanations4of the phenomenon have been

offered based on lnaguagemodels. The lack of-interest in the dialectic

is ':2w!:: to the foundation of our modern cognitive sciences on the association

Psychology of the past, dating back tothe!.ime of Aristotle. The idea

of Oppositionality was entirely lost from.psychoIogical consideration

when the law of contrast was reduced to a special case of' contiguity,

ThiS paper examines ',the relevant literature On the role of

dialectics in cognitive processes and human learning. In additiori

new mthndological approaches to studying dialectios in human

cognition are presented. Empirical studies employing these new methodb

. .

are described, and the results of the pidgraril of research are

presented. SuopOrt, is fourld'for the effects of opposition in human.
. .

.cognition and learning which would
.

not.be.predicted.from traditional

behavioristic,. and cegnitive psychological theories..



Dialectics .and Meaning

Dialectics and. Meaning hp Effects of

Opposition in Cognition and Learning

Richard N. Williams

Brigham Young University

The concept of dialectic, or oppositionality, has not. been

extensively researched in the literatures of human learning and

cognitive psychology. This would seem to be the case because the

concept of dialectical meaning and the process of dialectical

reasoning do not fit neatly if, indeed,at all - -in the dominant

models of either field.. Work inhuman learning has been doMinated

by traditional assOciationistic psychology (see Warren; 1921, for a
3

histOry of asSociationism).- As originally fOrolulated by Aristotle, .

association included the "law of contrast "..as'essential.'in

accounting for.learning. The British. empiricistsnotably, John

Stuart Milland later empiricist.learning'theorists reduced. .

contrast to a 'special:case-of similarity.and/or. contiguity .(see,

for egample, Deese 1965and McNeill, 1966).In this reduction,

oppositionality and dialectic could be "accounted for," but they

were no longer studied in their own right, and the dialectic'was
.

lost to contemporary psychology..

In more contemporary cognitive psychology, most. research done

relating to the dialectic has focused on oppositionflityas a

linguistic feature Work has been directed toward the topic of
r.
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antonymy and its relation to synonymy and their differential

effects.on learning and other cognitive.per4ormance,

My purpose in this paper is to examine the releVant literature

on the.role of dialectics in cognitiveprocesses and huMan

learning. In addition, 'new methodological approaches to studying

dialectical reasoning in human cognition wili.be presented along

with the findings already available from our research which will
0,

illustrate the human capacity for dialectical thought. As a

preface to this presentation, I.should state the essential'-

difference between the research We:propose and that - -what little

there Iswhich has already been done. Succinctly put,. the

difference is that we, in our research, take the dialectic

seriously where previous researchers have not. It is true that

.thiS is more.a difference of-perspective than of method or results.

In defense I would suggest that all substantive differences inthe

social °sciences are differences in perspective more than data.

This'leads us, boWever, into the thebry-method confound which

Dn.:Rychlak has introduced elsewhere (Rychlak, 1981', 19.77), .and

which is not the topic of-our presentation.
-

It might be better to point out that whereas previous research

has regarded oppositional.ity as an:interesting type of association,

or 'as an interesting aspect of a much larger linguistic system, our.

research has lhoked at the process of oppositional thought itself,

and tried to find where i.t is manifeSted, and whether itis indeed

0
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a natural modutoperandi.Of the-human mind.- The central question

is whether one views the dialectic as a 'product *of complex

processes and structures, or as a quality of humanity.

The Dialectic in Human Learning and. Cognition

One of tfte best established finding's in antonym research is-

that antonyms are the. most common-responses-1n word association'

tasks (Karowski and Schachter; 1948);.retponse-time, is also shorter

. .

for opposites than for related words. However, injudging

similarity or difference between pairs of:wordt., similarity

judgments
.

are made faster than difference (oppositional) judgments..,-

Wnen.associations Are made under extreme speed constraints,

more antOlvm responses are given than :under standard COnditiont

(Siipola, Walker, and Kolb, 1955). When subjects are instructed to

give antonym associates_ whenever possible, more popular (more

.frequently given) responses are given (Kjeldergaard, 1962).

Similarly, when subjects are instructed to give more popular

responses, the number of non-antonym, respOnsesjncreases (Wynne,.

Gerjouy, and 'S'chlffman, 1965). It has thus been suggested that
0

antonym responses:reduce conceptUal effort (see Pollio 1974).

Some investigators (Carroll, Kjeldergaard,'and Carton, 1962; Moran.,

Mefferd, and Kimble, 1964) claim that subjects Cometo association

tasks with a 'set" to give..antonym responses and that this .set is

correlated with a tendency,to give rapid responSes. It seems that,
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rather than take dialectical thinking seriously, most researchers

have elevated their-observations to the status of explanations..

Kanungo (1967) reported.negative transfer of learning effects

for .antonyms and positive. transfer for 'synonyms. This finding was

in contradiction, however, to earlier research findings (Bugelski

and Cadwallader, 1956; Werner, 1964) in which both synonyms and

antonymsfacilitated positive transfer; Osgood's (1946) empirical

law of transfer, as well as later-xesearch (Wickens and Cermack,

1967;j4eiss-Shed, 1977).

Osgood (1953) long ago suggested that antonym responses in

word association are not mediated by semantic processes. They are

somehow more direct. Based on studies of semantic generalization

(Grossman'and Eagle,.1970;. Koplin;.-MOateS, and Burroughs, 1968;..

Olson, 1965)., it has been concluded by ane investigator at least

.(Cramer, 1972, 1968) that Antonymic and synonymic associations are

not based on the.same uhderlying processes

Deese's (1965),explanation.of antonymy. is that it results fr.=

shared features between the words of the antanymic.pair. The idea.

is that antonymic pairS .have all.featureSsof meaning and gramMar in

common except one - -the feature that dendtes negation.

There is, however, considerable' evidence that oppositionality

dOes not reduce to a feature (Pollio, Dichtman,.and Richards,

1969). Smith (1965),. for example, reported that'subjects took

longer to'deal with (interpret the meaning of) sentences changed

7
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from active to passive voice, but no such increase in processing

time was found' for sentences containing oppositional changes in

meaning. These results imply that oppos-ition is different froth a

syntaCtiC feature. Grossman and Eagle (1970) found that subjects

made significantly mare false recognitions to synonyms and

associated words than to control words. No significant effect was

observed.forantonyms.(see also.Felzen and Anisfeld, 1970;

Underwood, 1965; Anisfeld and Knapp, 1968).--it has been suggested

on the basis of such evidente (Anisfeld, 1970;-Brewer and

.

Lichtenstein, 1974) that-memory for meaning (of whith "opposition is

a part) is different from memory forsemantic' or syntatic features.

Kadesh, RieSe, and Anisfeld (1976)-shoWed.that,ina dichotic

listening task, semantic relationships between the words in the two

.channels facilitated identification of the unattended words. The

weakest effect was for antonyms. Lewis (1970) found that antonyms

in the unattended channel interfered less with .shadowing of the

attended channel than other,semantically related words.

Cr-amer'(1973) and Mansfield41977) presented findings which

indicated that younger children made less use of opposition in

0

organizing memory than did older. children. Landaur and Paris

(1976), however, criticized. Ceamer' s (1973) methods forbeing too

difficult for. children to understand and, for being vulnerable to

demand characteristics. When these faults were correci-cd,
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and sixth graders were shown to use synonyms and antonyms about

equally well.

Brewer and Stone. (1975) present findings indicating that _

children learn -the_polarity of a dimension before they learn the

dimension itself. For spatial antonyms: for example, it would

appear-that children can collapse all the dimensions to.a,.
7

. generaPized one of 'bigness-littleness." For nonsptia1--antonyms,.

.

the authors suggested that there may exist a generalized dimension

of positive-negative affect-won which basis,judgments are

meanings related (see also Heidenheimer, 1975). 'These findings

suggest that facility in recognizing .and using oppc emerges

`befo,e specific dimensions of the oppositiOn can be demonstrably

articulated,.

Related to the-iMportance of opposition as an organizing and

.meaning-giving principle are the findings of lidgben.and Jacobs

..(1972) that severe mental disturbance (Schizophrenia) is correlated

with an inability to use opposition as a valid-cognitive organizing

printiple. Rothenberg-(1973) has shown that creativity is
. .

associated with a tendency for requent and rapid opposite

responSes in association tasks.

In summary, the literature on,itodymy has teen disjointed and

inconclusive.. ,fit is clear only that something is liappening in

human cognitionrelated'to.opposition. It is not at all _clear. what

i_s_happening-.--Wecan-,howe-ve-r-,sugge-s-tthat
- - -
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(a) opposite-resmindifiga common and strong t:endency in
, .

.

association tasks; (b) relations of oppositidn usually haveN

faciTitating,effects in learning; (c) reductiontof opposition

to,a feature does not seem to be valid; (&) opposition is

meaningful very early inlife0e) the concept of oppositionality

is grasped before specific semantic dimensions are defined; (f) the

facility for identifying and using opposition is.related.to

psychological health and creativity.
. .

We_matfurther conclude, however, that researchers in this

field have hot seriously conSidered, the possibility of. dialectical

thought as a fundamental human attribute. Rather, findings. about

.oppositionaljty have substituted for theories of

oppositionalityobservations have been raised to explanations.

What research does exist : (ft is particularly rare-during the past.

five years) is contradictory, and it stands in need of a theory to
, _ ....

render it sensible. _
We stiggest that the fundamental reason for the,lack of

..r
-research 'on the dialectic is that.it igextremely difficult for

traditiOnal.associationistic and cognitiVe models io.a6count'fbr.

Almost by.definition, tlialectical-thinking violates-.rat least

potentially - -the established laws of learning-and cognition. We

-will, therefore, present-several research strategies which our

research group has developed for studyingdialectical

These designs are firmly rooted in traditional °methodology:
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i_21owever:, we have tried 'to bet at th.6 foundation of ,human
D

IC

dialectical capacity - -we have taken it seriouslyin-such a way

that diffitult,tb refutemithin the very tradition .whose

methods wechave borrowed; Our account of our findings must be'.

:radically dif&erent from previous,accounts of

COgnitive-associatioAistic oppositionality.
,. .

' 43
C3 .

c
New Methods for the Study of the Dialectit

Study 1 -

The first of our attempts to.,study the.dialectic-and

Understand it (Williams, 1978)'came out of research on affective

assessment based. on Rychlaki.s'(see Rychlak, 1977) Logical Learning

Theory, It has been well- documented that'people tend to learn what

they Tike faster and more readily than what they dislike. This is

termed the.RV effect (RVis reinforcement value).. Logical Learning

. Theory (LLT) explainSthat meanings of materials to be learned are .

affectivelyassessed, and then-positiVe meanings are extended--they--

become the precedent for.the sake o-Nwhich meaning is,extended and
.

learning takes place. It is fundamental to the theory-that such

affectiveassessment is ideographic, and that it is an.inherently

dialectical processes. The assessments are not products of the,

:similarity and contiguity, extant, in experience, but they are

manifestations of an innate and.'potentiilly arbitrary human

capacity. The willful and dee nature of the a-S'sessment derives

from the human capability for dialectical thought.
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We wanted to demonstrate in our research that affective

assessment is truly a' dialectical process. Subjects rated as liked

or disliked a set of personality-related adjectives from Anderson's'

(1968) list. The words had opposites, but subjects.rated only one

pole of the oppositional dimension. One group of subjects (the

Same group) learned.pairs of the actual words they had rated.

Another group (the Opposite group) learned the opposites of words

they had rated--i.e., words they had never actually seen in the

study. A third group (the.Control group) learned the same lists as

the Opposite group even thougethey had 'made no ratings, and thus

Had no ideographic meaning'attached to those .particular Words,.

The,learning task was a paired assac-late task consisting of

.six pairs orliked.anthsix pairs of disliked words for the Same

group, six pairs of opposites of liked and six pairs of opposites

.of disliked words for the Opppsite group,.and this same list for

the COntral.group, We. predicted that the :S.Ame group would learn

pairs more readily tiian disliked,.. and that the OPPos:_ite:grouv

Would:leartropposites of dislikedmore readily than opposites.of

liked. .16 other-words, the effects of affectbn learningare just

as predictable, from the opposites of word AS''f:rom the words -

themselves. The performande of the Control group Is a test for the-

effects of the words theMselves--because the sam-e word's tended to .

be i .the learning. lists of .bothnthe Same-and theOpposte groups;

,12
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and our hypothesis predicted SiMilar perf6rmance.on the ,samewords
0 .. '.

'for the two groups.

True to mdictions the Same irobp"and.the Opposite group

-showed a positive RV effect. The Control group exhibited no

tendency to learn one group. cif-Words'more readily.than the other.

Figure 1 illustrates- pattern or results. Tests of simple
,.

. 0
2.,

effects were signifiCant.for the Same and-OppositeAroups but not

fbrthe Control group.

Insert Figure 1 about here

We conclude that affective assessment i traly a dialectical

and an ideographic procesS, that prediCtions can be made and tested

from a dialectical framewuk, and, the` effects of affect and

2opObsition-derive-from 'qualities of people rather than qualities of

particular words.-

Study

this (Rychlak and, WilliamS.,'198) we wanted to

:investigate the relational.tieS between iteMsApf-a.Paired-associate

learning task. ,Rather than looking merely at the final results, we

wanted to examine thei,effects of various relational - -or

affirMatIonalstrategies, including an:-o0Po5itiOnal one:. ,The

,method of paired associations was m dified, ielding what we have

called:ttie method tif-utriassociation.ne Rath rthan'having subjects
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learn some.va e affirmation such a "goes with," we gave them four

different affirmational iristru6tiOns'..' Nonsense:-.syllables were tb-

be related by four affirmations--Always,.an unconditional

affirmationNever, a-negative affirmation, Sometimes, a

:conditional affirmation, and Opposite; an oppositional

-(dialectical). affirmation. We predicted that unconditional

affirmationwould facilitate learning most, and that, because

oppositionaltty is also strong-A3ased on the -human capacity foP

dialectical thinking--the oppositional affirmation would be equally

factlttative.

Each subject learned four affirmations for each of two root

.nonsense syllables. This yielded a learning list consisting of

eight triassociations for. each subject. The learning trials were

carried out-.as in a standard paired-assotiate learning task.

Adequate controls-Were.designed for associative strength of the

nonsense syllables, the order of presentation of the

triassociations, and the,individual pairings of the nonsense

syllables. :The results are summarized in Figure 2 for two samples,

one from a high school population. and one from a college

pcipulwion. The dependent measure in thestudv was percent'

hits-that is, on how many of the total trials were each of'the

nonsense syllables in the second position correctly anticipated.

As seen in Figure2, an both samples, the Opposite affirmation

strategy facilitated learning as much as the Always strategy.

14
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the college, sample;Apposition was significantly more facilitative.

than all the other strategies.

Insert Figure 2 about'here

.We .must point out here that there is no,ihherent.oppositional

'property in nonsense syllables. The effects of the oppoSitional

affirmation could not be accounted for by propertie ofthe

materials themselves.. Rather,_there seems to be something

facilitative in employing dialectical-affirmational strategies in

learning even in extremely contrived Situations.

Study 3

Our third research. strategy. inVolvecra modification of the

method of triassociation. We (Williams and.Schoemaker, 1983)

wanted to see whether the superiority of an oppositiOnal strategY-

over a nonoppositional but unconditional affirmational strategy

could be cohceptijally validated. We alsO-wanted to try and get at

the linear quality of demonstrative reasoning and contrast it with

the bipolar nature of dialectical reasoning. Originally we had

interest in investigating. the Kellyan notion of a construct to,sr

whether we could create a synthetic construct from nonsense

syllables which would be readilY learnable.

We created, therefore; triads of nonsense syllables taken from

the middle range of associative strength. The triads were then
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related in .hree different ways. 'A linear, demonstrative string of

three nonsense syllables was created by linking them with the word

"similar" (e.g., RIB similar LAT similar ZAC). These were

designated Similar-Similar triads. A dialectical,'Tionlinear string-

was created by linking the syllables with "opposite" (IIIB oppOsite
.

LAT opposite ZAC), yielding Opposite-Opposite triads. A mixed

(Kellyan)-string was created by 1-inking the firsttwo syllables

,with "similar" and the last syllable to the second with ".opposite"

(HLB:similar.LAT opposite ZAC). These'were the Similar-Opposite

triads.. The learning list consisted of six triads with-their

affirmation words--two triads of each type. Order effetts and

pairing,effects were randomized through. the design, The learning

trials were conducted as in a regular paired - associate learning

task to a criterion of tWo errorless anticipation trials. Our

dependent variables were total trials to criterion and percent hits

for each triad type. The two measures yielded comparable results:

Figure 3 presents. the results 'of the Percent hits analysis. Again,

a _dialectical, oppositional strategy enhanced learning-.even in the

absense of real semantic meanings. The Similar-Opposite triads

were learned with greatest difficulty. We suggest that this is due

to the necessity of employing two strategies rather than one. It

would seem that we were not successful in-creating synthetic--

Kellyan constructs. Research currently underway is aimed at
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employing real constructsusing meaningful wordS-in a similar

research 'design.

Insert Figure 3 about here

The-results.of this study suggest that an oppositional,

nonlinear affirmational strategy is more facilitative to learning

than a linear, demonstrative strategy.`

Study 4

In study four (Williams and Williams, 192).:we-employed an
.

incidental learning paradigm rather than a paired-asSociate

paridigm. Our learning materials were real. words rather than

nonsense syllables. Recent Work in Incidental learning-has been

aimed at clarifying the-concept-of "depth of processing" (Craik and

Lockhart, 1972). The design involves giving different groups of
4A,r,

subjects different incidental tasks to perform in relation to

list.Ofwords. One groUp is asked to learn the words

intentionally; anothdr group is given a semantic task-,-usually t

rate-the words' for pleasantness; another group is given a

nonsemantic task, such as estimating the number of consonants. The

usual finding is that the semantic task leads to a level of
- .

learning roughly equivalent to that ofthe intentional group. and

superior to the nonsemantic group.
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In our study we,wanted tb inveStigate any differences between.

affective and nonaffective.semantic tasks, so we had a group whiCh

rated the.words for like and dislike, a group:which rated for

concreteness.and abstractness, one which estimated the number of

letters, and an intentional learning group.. The wOrds used were

taken from astudy by Hyde'and Jenkins 0969) And consisted of 5ix

antonymCfirst AssoCiate pairs and six nonantonym first associate

pairs. Our.dependent measure was the number of antonym and

nonantonym pairs recalled.

Insert Tablei. about here

Table. .3 shows the results of the study. Antonym pairs were

recalled much better by thetwo semantic task groups. 'We have no

explanation of why the intentional group recalled fewer words

overall. We can conclude, at least, that the oppositional or

non-oppositional pairs made no difference for them. Neither did

the nonsemantic task group avail themselves of the dialectical

information available in the words. Figure 4..illustrates the

interaction'between incidental task and oppositional or

non-oppositional word pairs.

Insert Figure.4-about here

18
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We would summarize the results 'of. this study by emphasizing

Ahat -thedialectiCal relationships in-the .wprds were apprehended

and .utilized by SObjects"whp were dealing with:themHin terms of

. .

their meaning. Again; this ismore a Capacity:'Of the Subjects for

thinking dialectically than. a capacity of---stimulus objects to.

elicit certain demonstratiVely prescribed reactions.. --.-----------

Conclusion

We are currently engaged in further research on our human

capacity for dialectical 'thinking. We are confident that the

dialectic asa construct can be validated employing the traditional-

methods af scientific psychOlogY. Investigation.of dialectical

-thinking is essential for an_understanding..:Of_beings_who

innately dialectical. Such investigation presents a difficult

challenge for the traditional associationistic and cognitive models

16

Of modern pSychOlogy..

19
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